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and cosmetics, general analytical metho-
dology as well as specific methodology
for such poisons as cholinesterase in-
hibitors, fluoride, narcotics, carbon mon-
oxide, cyanide, methanol, ethanol, arsenic,
and mercury. A substantial part of the
book deals with the pathological aspects
of poisoning including the detection of
cytogenetic effects.

Obviously, in a book that deals with
everything from bee and snake venoms to
drowning, with pneumoconioses and
electrical and chemical burns adding to the
toxicological (sic) picture, there is some-
thing in this book for almost everyone.

However, I found the treatment of those
papers in which I am best able to judge
very superficial. In the 129 references
quoted in chapters on the isolation and
separation of toxic substances, thin-layer
chromatography, atomic absorption, and
polarography, only 24 were after 1966 and
none later than 1968. Toxicological
literature is expanding at such a rate that
it must be clear that these proceedings do
not represent a major contribution to the
literature. The contribution on mass
spectrometry is of interest only and makes
no mention of GC-MS that is now so
widely used. In the diagnosis of drowning
the conclusion is reached that no single
reliable chemical or physical test is yet
available for diagnosis.
The chapter on modifications in toxicity

from the interaction of drugs and chemi-
cals occupies three pages and eight
references and deals mainly with ethanol-
barbiturates and anti-diabetics with sul-
phonamide and dicoumarol. This may
reflect the time available to the parti-
cipants-clearly such a subject is of book
size proportions and cannot be done in a
few pages. Similarly Hays' three pages on
the predictive value of human toxicity
from animal data with the summary that
'unless the current approach to toxicology
changes significantly, the predictive value
of human toxicity from animal data will
become even more obscure' will surely
raise many hackles if not the blood
pressure of financial directors of pharma-
ceutical firms!

This book thus becomes a gentle intro-
duction to topics that interest toxicologists.

It is very well produced but at £12-60
it is expensive for what it contains.

A. S. CURRY

Practical Hints on Infra-red Spectrometry
from a Forensic Analyst By M. J. de

Faubert Maunder. (Pp. 239; illustrated.
£5-20.) London: Adam Hilger Ltd. 1971.

The title of this book might lead the
reader to expect a full coverage of all
practical aspects of infra-red spectroscopy,
particularly when the wide range of items
submitted to a forensic laboratory is
remembered. However, this is not the case.
The author has chosen to restrict this field
to the spectroscopy of drugs and within
this compass to consider only the tech-
niques for handling solid samples and the
storage and retrieval of data from collec-
tions of pharmaceutical spectra. Thus a
whole range of topics of interest to the
forensic chemist, such as ways of obtaining
the spectra of intractable materials such as
paint fragments, insoluble polymers, oils,
petrols, and fibres, have been ignored.

However, within the limits set by the
foregoing, this book is one to be recom-
mended almost unreservedly. The whole
range of treatment of solids is discussed
clearly and thoroughly. The merits and
weaknesses of the mull and salt-disc
methods are explored lucidly, and any
chance of misinterpretation of the spec-
trum through an error of technique is well
brought out. There is an excellent set of
spectra to illustrate these points.

Attention is also devoted to the recovery
ofsamples for infra-red measurement from
analytical gas and thin-layer chromato-
graphy. The treatment is timely, since this
combination of the high powers of separa-
tion of chromatography with the identi-
fication facility of infra-red is still too
little used. The only minor omission in
this section is a mention of the elegant
method of G. W. Goodman1 for trans-
ference of material from thin-layer plate
to potassium bromide.
The book is well written, the style is

lucid, and errors are remarkably few.
R. L. WILLIAMS

'G. N. Goodman, 'Quantitative Paper and Thin
Layer Chromatography, p. 91, ed. by E. J. Shellard,
Academic Press, London, 1968.

Clinical Chemistry and Automation: A
Study in Laboratory Proficiency By R.
Robinson (pp. viii + 188: illustrated.
£3020.) London: Charles Griffin. 1971.

This book is in many respects a contem-
porary history of the art (hopefully a sci-
ence) of clinical chemistry. From analytical
error as the base, he examines the impact
of work simplification and mechanization,
the potential ofcomputers inthe laboratory,

quality control of analyses, the interpre-
tation of results and the role of bio-
chemical screening. With the ardour of
an Old Testament prophet, he gently
chides us, castigates us, shows us the road
to improvement, peers into the future-
and lays down the law. Colleagues, past,
present, and future, are his flock-or so
the introduction on the jacket implies. Sir
Edward Wayne, in the foreword, ex-
presses another view, commending the
book to the clinician. Herein is the
dilemma-for whom is the book intended?
Dr Robinson does not say. The title is
perhaps unfortunate for it will deter the
clinician, and Sir Edward is right. Some
parts the clinician may omit without loss,
whereas others need expansion for the
clinical chemist-the section on choice of
a laboratory computer, for example, is
very superficial. Nevertheless, the clear
message of this beautifully produced book
is one not to be ignored by either group.

P. D. GRIFFITHS

G--PD Deficiency By Dan F. Keller.
(Pp. 67; illustrated. £5-00.) London:
Butterworth Group. 1971.

This is one of a series of monographs
issued by the Chemical Rubber Company
of America. It is devoted to a general
survey of G6PD deficiency. To anyone
interested in this field it supplies a wide
cover of the subject in a clearandreadable
style. The biochemical background to this
disorder can easily be followed although
the basic chemical nature of the enzyme
deficiency is not so clearly described. All
aspects of the syndrome are covered in
ample detail with the exception of the
favism problem which is only mentioned
very briefly. There is a methods section at
the end of the book in which a wide variety
of relevant investigations are described
and referenced, but unfortunately detailed
recipes for individual tests are not given,
and those interested will have to refer to
the original papers for further information.
The book is accompanied by a very
detailed reference section but this appears
to omit the excellent WHO monograph on
G6PD. All told this is a very useful book,
but its cost, at £5, is very high.

T. PRANKERD

Some Implications of Steroid Hormones
in Cancer Edited by D. C. Williams, and
M. H. Briggs. (Pp. x + 138; illustrated.
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